
Wonders of Sinaia

WALKING THE LINE



About the city we visited.

Sinaia- one of the most 

beautiful mountain resorts in 

Romania. It presents to us a 

rich cultural and social past. 

The former residence of the 

kings, and bearing a holy 

name, that of Mount Sinai, it 

blends the beauty of nature 

with lessons of architectural 

art.



Boarding house 

"La cristina"
 This school trip gave us the 

opportunity to meet new people, 
make new friends, learn new 
valuable lessons about the world 
we live in, and helped us to 
develop our organizational 
capabilities and field of 
knowledge.

 To reach the destination we took 
the train in the morning, where 
we spend the following 6 hours, 
only for us to arrive at the guest 
house at 12 o’clock. It was a 
lovely place with lovely people 
that took care of us.

 Tour itinerary: Craiova – Bucuresti
– Sinaia and return.



“

”

Objectives
Period :28-30 May 2019

o Visiting – “Peles” Castle – “Cota 1400” – “Pelișor” Castle - Sinaia

Monastery.

o hiking around Sinaia

o Outdoor activities

o Initiation and conducting of educational activities



Peleș Castle

Peleș Castle is a Neo-Renaissance castle in the Carpathian Mountainson an existing medieval route linking 

Transylvania and Wallachia, built between 1873 and 1914.
The rooms open to tourist are The Hall of Honour, The Imperial Suite, The Grand Armory or The Arsenal, The 

Small Armory, The Playhouse, The Florentine Room, The Moorish Salon and The Turkish Parlor

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ro-Castelul_Pele%C8%99.ogg




Sinaia Monastery

❖ Situated in the Prahova 

Valley, the monastery gave 

its name to the nearby town 

of Sinaia. The monastery 

consists of two courtyards 

surrounded by low buildings.

❖ The Old Church was built in 

1695. In 2006, it was closed to 

begin a restoration project to 

return it to its former beauty.

❖ This smaller structure of the 

Great Church was enlarged 

by the Board of Civil 

Hospitals during a period 

from 1897 to 1903. These 

efforts gave the building the 

appearance it has today.



The view
Another reason that made this trip so 
special and wonderful was the view.

Any place you would be, anywhere you 
would look there was a corner of nature 
that you could admire and keep in your 
heart!

The fun activites brought for the studens
special memories, new friends and  new 
perspectives.



We had a lot of fun. We laughed, told jokes and spend a great time together!



Leaving is the hardes part.

 When the time to leave has 

come, we all were already tired.  
But some of us kept the fun going!

I am confident to say that this trip tought us personal development, such as confidence, self-

esteem, leadership and independent thinking. It helped us to create stronger bonds between 

students and teachers and offered students an opportunity to learn outside of the four walls of a 

classroom



Participated students 

from grades: X A, XI A
National College “Nicolae Titulescu”


